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The study of the behavior of existing underground structures, such as 

transportation tunnels, due to construction of a new tunnel is an engineering 

problem of soil-structure interaction. Many problems arise when parts of a new 

construction tunnel cross under, or near an existing tunnel during the 

construction.  One of these problems is expected to occur related to soil stability 

around a new construction tunnel and between new and an existing one.   Even 

though in engineering practice tunnels are often designed considering only static 

or quasi static (creep), loading conditions, a non-negligible research effort has 

been devoted to investigate their behavior in near-field construction conditions. 

In the present study, the behavior of existing tunnels under passed by a new 

construction one by using Finite Element Method has been studied. The tunnel 

lining is meshed with two dimensional elements, called BEAM 6 element. The 

soil is meshed with two dimensional elements called LST, (Linearly Varying 

Strain Triangular Element. In this study, the main parameters were taken into 

consideration are excavated tunnel diameter (D2), soil thickness between tunnels 

(H), and horizontal distance (X). The results obtained from this study were 

compared with the initial values obtained from case of no tunneling under the 

existing tunnel. 

KEYWORDS: Tunnel, Soil-structure interaction, Finite Element Method, 

Stresses, Forces, deformation, Construction 

 

 1.  INTRODUCTION 

The construction of tunnels is a subject of considerable importance to geotechnical and 

structural engineers. The study of the behavior of these structures, such as 

transportation tunnels, due to construction of another one under it. During the 

construction of the lower tunnel under the existing tunnel, many geotechnical 

challenges are expected to occur related to soil stability around and between the 

tunnels. One of these problems arises when parts of new tunnel pass parallel under an 

existing tunnel. Mazek [1] studied the behavior of an existing sewage tunnel during the 

construction of the Greater Metro Line 2 (Shubra El-kheima-Mobarak) and El-Azhar 

road tunnels, which are installed by the Tunneling Boring Machine (TBM). He 
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proposed a model to provide a prediction of the soil structure interaction using a 3-D 

model of the multi-crossing tunnel incorporating the effect of cement-bentonite 

grouting. The problem arises when parts of the metro and road tunnels cross under an 

existing sewage tunnel during the construction. To control the potential problem, the 

national authority for tunnels (NAT) has applied grouting to the soil around the sewage 

before the TBM crossed under it. Consequently, the measured settlement in the field 

when the metro and road tunnels passed under the sewage tunnel was found to be 

significantly less than the estimated value without grouting and well within the alloable 

limit of 10 mm set by the Egyptian standards (Abdel Salam, 1998: Documented file 

issued by NAT, 1999), [2]. Many problems related to the soil and tunnel stability were 

expected during the construction of the lower tunnel. In the present study, the behavior 

of existing tunnel including deformations and straining action is studied. To asses and 

understand effect of constructing a tunnel on the behavior of existing one has been 

performed. The study is conducted using a 2-D finite element model. 

This research is carried out to investigate the behavior of the existing tunnel 

due to excavation of a new one under it. The major objectives of this research are: (i) 

determination the effect of a new tunneling on the behavior of the existing one, (ii) 

determination the changes in normal force, shearing force and bending moment on 

existing tunnel lining, and (iii) determination of the effect of the different tunnel 

diameter and position of the new tunnel relative to the existing one.  

 

 2.  FINITE ELEMENT MODEL  

The finite element computer program FINAL (Swoboda, [3]) has been used in this 

study. This finite element model takes into account the effects of the vertical 

overburden pressure and the lateral earth pressure using two methods of solution, Dead 

Loads or Initial Stresses, in this analysis, Dead Loads method has been used. Also, this 

program takes into account the nonlinear properties of the soils and the linear 

properties of tunnel lining. Fig. 1 shows the layout of the existing and new constructed 

tunnels.  

The model has a length of 54.0 m and a height of 58.0 m including the tunnels. 

The finite element model is shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the dimensions of the 2-D 

model have been determined in order to eliminate the size effect in the prediction of 

the performance of the tunnels. The soils, the tunnel lining and the grouting are 

simulated using appropriate finite elements. A finite element model for soil, grouting, 

and tunnel lining for soil-tunnel interaction model was built. The soil and grouting 

were modeled using 2-D elements, called an LST element, (Linearly Varying Strain 

Triangular Element), whereas, the tunnel lining was modeled using another 2-D 

BEAM 6 elements. Both BEAM 6 and LST elements have six nodes, each having 

two translation degrees of freedom as mentioned by Swoboda [4], and shown in 

Fig. 3. Calculations are carried out on the assumption that the tunnel lining is perfectly 

bonded to the surrounding grouting. The BEAM 6 element provides an acceptable 

solution for the finite element modeling problem, as it considers all possible 

deformations of the lining. The advantages of this element are that it can describe the 

real behavior of the lining as an arched frame, it can combine with LST finite elements 
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used for grouting and soil, and the number of elements required to model the lining 

with an acceptable accuracy is very small, Moussa [5]. 

Analysis of displacement, internal forces in tunnel lining and around the tunnel 

was carried out using a 2-D plane strain finite element taking into consideration the 

linear elastic behavior of the lining and the ground material as mentioned by Hasan, et 

al. [6]. 
 

2.1. Study Cases 

The cross sections of the existing tunnel and a new excavated tunnel opening are a 

circle has D1 and D2 inner diameter and 0.40 m concrete lining thickness. The tunnels 

are surrounded with 0.20 m thickness grouting material. In this study, three group for 

different values of excavated tunnel diameter (D2), soil thickness between tunnels (H), 

and horizontal distance (X) were studied. The details of each group are presented in 

Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Details of study groups 
        

Group I II III 

D1  (m) 8.35 8.35 8.35 

D2  (m) 4.0 6.0 8.35 8.35 8.35 

H  (m) 2.0 2.0 3.0 4.4 2.0 

X  (m) 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 8.0 

 

Where D1 is the inner diameter of the existing tunnel, 

            D2 is the inner diameter of the constructed tunnel, 

            H  is the soil thickness between the tunnels as shown in Figure 1, and 

            X  is the horizontal distance between the two tunnels as shown in Figure 1.  
 

2.2. Material Constants 

The material constants of tunnel line-2 of Cairo Metro, Egypt, at Km 4.234, were 

chosen for this study to represent the real properties of soil profile. These constants 

such as modulus of elasticity (E), Poisson’s ratio (ν), density (γ), angle of internal 

friction (), cohesion (C Fc) for different elements of the 

model are tabulated in Table 2, Mansour [7]. 

 

Table 2. Material constants of the model 
 

Material 

constant 
Soil 

Layer 

1 

Soil 

Layer 

2 

Soil 

Layer 

3 

Soil 

Layer 

4 

Soil 

Layer 

5 

Soil 

Layer 

6 

Conc. 

Lining 

0.4 m 

Thick. 

Grouting 

0.2 m 

Thick. 

E (KN/m2) 

ν 

γ (KN/m3) 

 
C(KN/m2) 

Fc (Mpa) 

6.0E6
 

0.40 

18.0
 

20.0 

50.0
 

- 

9.0E6
 

0.40 

18.5
 

20.0 

00.0
 

- 

36.0E6
 

0.35 

19.0
 

30.0 

00.0
 

- 

80.0E6
 

0.30 

20.0
 

35.0 

00.0
 

- 

95.0E6
 

0.30 

20.0
 

35.0 

00.0
 

- 

16.0E7
 

0.30 

20.0
 

37.0 

00.0
 

- 

33.5E9
 

0.18 

25.0
 

- 

- 

100.0 

1.1E9 

0.29 

22.0 

00.0 

00.0 

- 
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Figure 1.  Layout of the model 

 

 
 

          Figure 2.  Finite element model            Figure 3: Combined action between BEAM 6 

                                                                                              and LST elements (after Swoboda [4]) 

 

 

 3.  ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS   

To study the behavior of the existing tunnel due to the construction of a new one under 

it, the internal forces in the critical points on the existing tunnel lining have been 

determined. These critical points such as crown, shoulder R and L, spring line R and L, 

knee R and L, and invert whose corresponding to position numbers 1, 2, 3,………., and 

8 , respectively, were chosen as shown in Figure 4. 
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To analyze and illustrate the behavior of tunnel lining, many Figures were 

plotted such as displacements, deformation shapes, normal forces, shearing forces, and 

bending moment. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Layout of tunnel lining and critical points 

 

3.1. Displacements and Deformation Shapes 

The additional vertical displacements for soil-tunnel model and deformation shapes for 

tunnel lining due to the construction of a new lower tunnel were illustrated as shown in 

Figures 5, 6 and 7. There are two main cases of construction position, case I, the new 

tunnel was constructed centrically under the existing tunnel, (X=0.0), case II, the new 

tunnel was constructed eccentrically under the existing tunnel, (X ≠ 0.0).   
 

                    
(a) Excavated tunnel when X = 0.0 m                     (b) Excavated tunnel when X = 8.0 m 

 

 Figure 5.  Additional vertical displacements of tunnels due to the 
                                   construction of lower tunnel (D2 = 8.35 m, H = 2.0 m)  
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              (a) Excavated tunnel D2 = 4.0 m           (b) Excavated tunnel D2 = 6.0 m 
 

Figure 6.  Additional deformation shape of tunnels due to the 
             construction of lower tunnel (H = 2.0 m, X = 0.0) 

 

                     
           (a) Excavated tunnel D2 = 8.35 m                              (b) Excavated tunnel D2 = 6.0 m 

                                            X = 0.0                                                                       X = 8.0 m 
    

Figure 7.  Additional deformation shape of tunnels due to the 
 construction of lower tunnel (H = 2.0 m) 
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It can be seen that, in case I, the maximum vertical displacement in tunnel 

lining is at invert, as shown in Fig. 5-a. whereas, in case II, the maximum vertical 

displacements in tunnel lining are at nodes Knee_R and Spring line_R as shown in Fig. 

5-b. Generally, it can be found that the estimated settlement of the existing tunnel did 

not exceed the allowable limit of 10 mm set by the Egyptian standards (Abdel Salam, 

1998; Documented file issued by NAT, 1999)[2]. 

The deformation shapes of existing tunnel lining for the different cases of the 

new tunneling positions are shown in Figures 6 and 7. It can be seen that, in case I, 

invert and spring line nodes are more affected by the new tunneling than others, 

whereas, in case II, shoulder and knee nodes are more affected by the new tunneling 

than others. 
 

3.2. Internal Forces at Tunnel Lining 

For all considered study cases of excavation, the normal forces, shearing forces and 

bending moment were plotted in the following Figures. The internal forces at critical 

nodes in existing tunnel lining were tabulated as shown in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. Internal forces in existing tunnel lining due to the construction 
of lower tunnel 

 

Internal 

forces 
(KN) or 

(KN.m) 

Group I Group II Group III 

D2 (m) H (m) X (m) 

4.0 6.0 8.35 2.0 3.0 4.4 0.0 4.0 8.0 

N1 -4.31 -510 -614 -614 -606 -587 -614 -481 -299 

N2 -633 -662 -685 -685 -668 -645 -685 -248 -235 

N3 -670 -512 -467 -467 -399 -391 -467 -217 -684 

N4 -308 -188 -19 -19 -47 -112 -19 -972 -1155 

N5 -547 -639 -727 -727 -702 -674 -727 -325 -126 

N6 -390 -188 -19 -19 -47 -114 -19 -175 -355 

N7 -670 -568 -467 -467 -399 -391 -467 -949 -958 

N8 -633 -622 -685 -685 -668 -645 -685 -1010 -919 

M1 21 -2 -34 -34 -31 -25 -34 26 90 

M2 -31 -35 -47 -47 -45 -40 -47 129 148 

M3 9 15 51 51 48 41 51 90 -41 

M4 72 115 166 166 154 139 166 -318 -263 

M5 -107 -169 -231 -231 -232 -210 -231 23 190 

M6 73 115 166 166 154 139 166 232 82 

M7 9 15 51 51 48 41 51 -72 -90 

M8 -31 -35 -47 -47 -45 -40 -47 -144 -138 

Q1 3 5 7 7 7 7 7 78 78 

Q2 -37 -26 -11 -11 -12 -14 -11 12 -62 

Q3 51 73 83 83 84 82 83 -50 -155 

Q4 -43 -137 -188 -188 -176 -154 -188 -203 112 

Q5 -20 -24 -26 -26 -28 -28 -26 229 71 

Q6 106 137 182 182 177 155 182 -125 -90 

Q7 -51 -73 -95 -95 -90 -82 -95 -101 -67 

Q8 39 31 -12 -12 -11 -8 -12 36 97 
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a) Normal Forces 

Figures from 8 to 13 show the relationships between normal force and the different 

studied parameters. 
 

                       
                         (a) Initial N.F.D.                            (b) N.F.D. ( D2 = 4.0m,  H=2m, X=0.0 ) 

 

                   
            (c) N.F.D. ( D2 = 6.0m,  H=2m, X=0.0)                (d) N.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=0.0)                    

 
Figure 8.  N.F.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in excavated tunnel diameter  D2 

 

Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of excavated lower tunnel diameter D2 on the 

values of normal forces at the existing tunnel lining. Three different diameters, 4.0m, 

6.0m, and 8.35m were taken into consideration, (group I), as mentioned in Tables 1 

and 3 and shown in Figures 8- b, c, and d, respectively. The estimated results were 

compared with the initial normal force obtained from case of no tunneling under the 

existing tunnel. It can be seen that invert and knee nodes are more affected by new 

tunneling than others, then crown, after that spring line nodes, Whereas, shoulder 

nodes are less affected by new tunneling than others as clear in Figure 9. From these 

Figures, it can be observed that the values of normal force increase for crown, invert, 

and shoulder nodes and decrease for other nodes as diameter of excavated lower tunnel 

increases. The range of change depends on the node positions and diameter of 

excavated tunnel D2. In the case of invert node, the values of normal force became 
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1.85, 2.15, and 2.45 times the initial normal force due to the construction of a new 

tunnel which its internal diameter D2 equal to 4.0 m, 6.0 m, and 8.35 m, respectively. 

Also, in the case of crown node, these values became 1.25, 1.5, and 1.8 times the initial 

normal force, respectively. On the other hand, in case of other nodes such as spring line 

and knee, the values of normal force decreased to become 0.85 to 0.05 times the initial 

values. Also, it can be concluded that crown and invert nodes represent the critical 

section for design. 
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Figure 9.  N.F. at existing tunnel lining versus excavated tunnel diameter D2  

 

To study the effect of soil thickness (H) between tunnels, three different 

thicknesses 2.0m, 3.0m, and 4.4m were taken into consideration, (group II), as 

mentioned in Tables 1 and 3. Due to the construction of a new tunnel with different 

depths under an existing one, the normal forces are shown in Figures 8-d, 10-a, b, and 

11. From these Figures, it can be observed that, for all nodes except knee, the values of 

normal force decrease as soil thickness H increases, whereas, for knee nodes these 

values increase as H increases. From Figure 11, it can be found that spring line and 

knee nodes are more affect by soil thickness H than others. Also, it can be concluded 

that crown and invert nodes represent the critical section for design. 
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  (a) N.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=3m, X=0.0)           (b) N.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=4.4m, X=0.0) 

 
Figure 10.  N.F.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in soil thickness H  
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Figure 11.  N.F. at existing tunnel lining versus soil thickness H  

 

To study the effect of horizontal distance (X) between tunnels, three different 

distances 0.0, 4.0m, and 8.0m were taken into consideration, (group III), as mentioned 

in Tables 1 and 3. Due to the construction of a new tunnel under an existing one, the 

normal forces are shown in Figures 8- d, 12-a, b, respectively. Note that if the 

horizontal distance X was taken in negative x direction, the values of normal force in 

right half become in left half. From these Figures, it can be observed that, for nodes 

shoulder, spring line and knee, the values of normal force increase as distance X 

increases. These values are ranged between 1.0 to 2.3 times the initial values. On the 

other hand, for crown and invert nodes the values of normal force decrease as distance 

X increases. These values are ranged between 0.3 to 1.0 times the initial values. From 
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Figure 13, it can be found that spring line, knee and invert nodes are more affect by 

horizontal distance x than others. Also, it can be concluded that shoulder and knee 

nodes represent the critical section for design.  
 

                                                                                  

             
  (c) N.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=4.0m )           (d) N.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=8.0m ) 

 
Figure 12.  N.F.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in horizontal distance X 
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Figure 13.  N.F. at existing tunnel lining versus horizontal distance X  

 
 

b) Shearing Forces 

Figures from 14 to 19 show the relationships between shearing force and the different 

studied parameters. Figures 14 and 15 show the effect of different values of excavated 
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lower tunnel diameter D2 on the values of shearing forces at the existing tunnel lining, 

(group I), as mentioned in Tables 1 and 3. The estimated results were compared with 

the initial shearing force obtained from case of no tunneling under the existing tunnel.  
  

                     
                         (a) Initial S.F.D.                            (b) S.F.D. ( D2 = 4.0m,  H=2m, X=0.0 ) 

 

                 
            (c) S.F.D. ( D2 = 6.0m,  H=2m, X=0.0)                (d) S.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=0.0)                    

 
Figure 14.  S.F.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in excavated tunnel diameter  D2 

 
From Figure 14 and 15, It can be seen that knee nodes are more affected by 

new tunneling than others, then spring line, after that shoulder nodes, whereas, crown 

and invert nodes are less affected by new tunneling than others as clear in Figure 15. 

Also, for knee nodes, it can be observed that the values of shearing force increase as 

diameter of excavated lower tunnel increases and change in sign from positive to 

negative or negative to positive. The range of change depends on the node positions 

and diameter of excavated tunnel D2. In the case of knee and spring line nodes, the 

values of shear force ranged from 1.0 to 6.0 times the initial value due to the 

construction of a new tunnel and depend on internal excavated diameter D2. In the case 
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of other nodes, these values ranged from 1.0 to 3.0 times the initial shearing force. 

Also, it can be concluded that knee and spring line nodes represent the critical section 

for checking the shearing force. 
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Figure 15.  S.F. at existing tunnel lining versus excavated tunnel diameter D2 

 

Figures 16 and 17 show the effect of different values of soil thickness between 

tunnels H on the values of shearing forces at the existing tunnel lining, (group II), as 

mentioned in Tables 1 and 3. The estimated results were compared with the initial 

shearing force obtained from case of no tunneling under the existing tunnel. Due to the 

construction of a new tunnel with different depths under an existing one, the shearing 

forces are shown in Figures 14-d, 16-a, b, and 17.  
 

                 
  (a) S.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=3m, X=0.0)           (b) S.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=4.4m, X=0.0) 

 
Figure 16.  S.F.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in soil thickness H  
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Figure 17.  S.F. at existing tunnel lining versus soil thickness H  

 

From these Figures, it can be observed that, for all nodes except knee, the 

values of shearing force did not affect by increasing soil thickness H. For knee node 

the shearing forces decrease as soil thickness H increases, whereas, for knee nodes 

these values increase as H increases as clear in Figure 17. It can be seen that only knee 

nodes are affected by new tunneling depth. 

Figures 18 and 19 show the effect of different values of horizontal distance X 

on the values of shearing force at the existing tunnel lining, (group III), as mentioned 

in Tables 1 and 3. The estimated results were compared with the initial shearing force 

obtained from case of no tunneling under the existing tunnel.  
 

                                                                                  

         
  (c) S.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=4.0m )           (d) S.F.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=8.0m ) 

 
Figure 18.  S.F.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in horizontal distance X 
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X Distance effect
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Figure 19.  S.F. at existing tunnel lining versus horizontal distance X 

 

Due to the construction of a new tunnel under an existing one, the shearing 

forces are shown in Figures 14-d, 18-a, b, and 19. From these Figures, it can be 

observed that, the nodes whose most affected by a new tunneling are knee, invert and 

shoulder. For these nodes the values of shearing force are increase as distance X 

increases, whereas, other nodes have a little effect. Also, it can be observed that, in the 

case of invert node, the shearing forces increase as distance X increases till reach to 

Max. values at X = 4.0 m then decrease as distance X increases. But, in the case of 

knee node, the shearing forces always increase as distance X increases. 
 

c) Bending Moments 

Figures from 20 to 25 show the relationships between bending moment and the 

different studied parameters. The estimated results were compared with the initial 

values obtained from case of no tunneling under the existing tunnel.  

Figures 20 and 21 show the effect of different values of excavated lower tunnel 

diameter D2 on the values of bending moment at the existing tunnel lining, (group I), 

as mentioned in Tables 1 and 3. From these Figures, It can be seen that invert and knee 

nodes are more affected by new tunneling than others, then crown, after that shoulder 

and spring line nodes. Also, for all nodes, it can be observed that the values of bending 

moment changed from negative to positive and vise versa. The range of change 

depends on the node positions and diameter of excavated tunnel D2. In the case of 

invert and knee nodes, the values of bending moment ranged from 1.0 to 10.0 times the 

initial value due to the construction of a new tunnel and depend on internal excavated 

diameter D2. In the case of other nodes, these values ranged from 0.1 to 0.35 times the 

initial bending moment. Also, it can be concluded that invert and knee nodes represent 

the critical sections for checking the existing cross sections.  
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                         (a) Initial B.M.D.                            (b) B.M.D. ( D2 = 4.0m,  H=2m, X=0.0 ) 

                             
            (c) B.M.D. ( D2 = 6.0m,  H=2m, X=0.0)                (d) B.M.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=0.0)                    

 
Figure 20.  S.F.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in excavated tunnel diameter  D2 
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Figure 21.  B.M. at existing tunnel lining versus excavated tunnel diameter D2 
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Figures 22 and 23 show the effect of different values of soil thickness between 

tunnels H on the values of bending moment at the existing tunnel lining, (group II), as 

mentioned in Tables 1 and 3. Due to the construction of a new tunnel with different 

depths under an existing one, the bending moments are shown in Figures 20-d, 22-a, b, 

and 23. 
 

                      
  (a) B.M.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=3m, X=0.0)           (b) B.M.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=4.4m, X=0.0) 

 
Figure 22.  B.M.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in soil thickness H  
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Figure 23.  B.M. at existing tunnel lining versus soil thickness H  

 

From these Figures, It can be seen that invert and knee nodes are more affected 

by new tunneling than others. Also, for all nodes, it can be observed that the values of 

bending moment changed from negative to positive and vise versa. The range of 

change depends on the node positions and soil thickness H. In the case of invert and 
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knee nodes, the values of bending moment ranged from 7.0 to 8.5 times the initial 

values of bending moment. In the case of other nodes, these values ranged from 0.6 to 

1.0 times the initial bending moment. Also, it can be concluded that invert and knee 

nodes represent the critical sections for checking the existing cross sections. 

Figures 24 and 25 show the effect of different values of horizontal distance X 

on the values of bending moment at the existing tunnel lining, (group III), as 

mentioned in Tables 1 and 3. Due to the construction of a new tunnel under an existing 

one, the bending moments are shown in Figures 20-d, 24-a, b, and 25. 
 

            
  (c) B.M.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=4.0m )           (d) B.M.D. ( D2 = 8.35m,  H=2m, X=8.0m ) 

 
Figure 24.  B.M.D at  the existing tunnel lining due to change in horizontal distance X 
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Figure 25.  B.M. at existing tunnel lining versus horizontal distance X 

 

From these Figures, it can be observed that, the nodes whose most affected by 

a new tunneling are knee, invert and shoulder. For these nodes the values of bending 
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moment are increase as distance X increases, whereas, other nodes have a little effect. 

Also, for all nodes, it can be observed that the values of bending moment changed from 

negative to positive and vise versa. The range of change depends on the node positions 

and horizontal distance X. 
 

4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The present study is concerned with the behavior of an existing tunnel lining due to the 

construction of a new one under it. In this study, the main parameters were taken into 

consideration are excavated tunnel diameter (D2), soil thickness between tunnels (H), 

and horizontal distance (X). The results obtained from this study were compared with 

the initial values obtained from case of no tunneling under the existing tunnel.  

Based on the presented discussion and analysis of obtained results, the 

following main conclusions are noted:  

(1) The estimated settlement of the existing tunnel lining did not exceed the 

allowable limit of 10 mm set by the Egyptian standards.  

(2) In the case of centrically construction of a new tunnel under an existing one, 

crown, invert, and spring line nodes are more affected by the new tunneling 

than others, whereas, in the case of eccentrically construction, shoulder and 

knee nodes are more affected by the new tunneling than others.  

(3) All studied parameters have been affected in the behavior of existing tunnel 

lining, but, the parameter of horizontal distance X has a great influence 

especially at knee node.  

(4) Due to the construction of a new tunnel under an existing one, all critical 

sections should be checked according to the new straining action.  

(5) The danger of the construction of a new tunnel under an existing one is that 

some of internal forces at existing tunnel lining have been changed in sign from 

positive to negative and vise versa.  
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 سلوك نفق قائم نتيجة إنشاء نفق جديدمارًا موازى أسفله 
 

نظررر للكثافة اررراكلث رررف نةاكلثا ثةررراكاررر كلث رررنةكلثفاةررر نك ةرررإلك نةنررراكلث ررر س نك نظررر للكث  ن ررر  كلث رررنةنكاررر ك  ررر  إلك
لث  لصرت ك  رر كيررنكةرىنإكلثرر كون رر دك مرر مك نةرننك  رر   نكا كا رر إلكلث مرر مكلث    راك ا ث رر ث كةفرر ةكث رر ك

كلث  ثاكلث  كث  كلفا كلألة كعنن  كة عكلثن قكلث نةنكا  إلكلثن قكلث    .ككككك أةة عاة  .ك ك
 ا ارر كن ل رراكلألن رر قك ررةكلث  ترر ع  كلث رر ك  رر كلث  نن ررةةكل ن رر  ةةةك   نن رر كلث  مررةمك نظرر للكث  رر نك
سررراألكلألن ررر قكا ررر إلك رررمدكلأل جك  ررر كيرررنكةنررر نكعن ررر كاارررجكلث  ررر فإلكلثن   ررراك رررةكع اةررراك ن ةررراكلألن ررر قك

نةررننكا رر إلك اررئكلث    ررا.ك ررةكسرراألكلث  رر فإلكلث ارر مكلثنرر  نك ررةك  رر كلثن ررقكلث نةررنك   ة   رر كعارر كاثررئكلث 
 غةرر كارر كل   رر نل كارر كلث نم رراكلث  ةمرراكا  ن رر قك كفرراثئك غةرر كلث رر إكلثنل اةرراكارر ك  رر كلثن ررقكلث رر   ك

ث نةررنكلث رر لنك(ك سررالكة  يررىكعارر كعررننك  غةرر ل ك اظ  رر ك رر  امكارر ثن قكلExisting tunnel lining)ك
كون  دأل.

(ك D2ار كسرالكلثا رمك ر كن ل راك رأةة كاارجكلث  غةر ل كعار ك را ئكلثن رقكلث ر   ك ن ر كيمر كلثن رقكلث نةرنك)
لث رر لنكون رر دألك ع ررقكلثن ررقكلث نةررنكعررةكلثن ررقكلث رر   ك كلث   ةارراكا رر ئكما رراكلث  ارراكلث  صرر  نكاررةةكلثن  ررةةك

(H) ا ر ا ك ا  ر نك)  ر  إ(كا ك) ةر ك  ر  إ(ك صر  ا لككثا رنة كسرإلك  فاثئك تعكلثن قكلث نةرنكا ثن رااك
ك(.كXاإ ل اكاا ةاك  نل س ك)

سررالك يررنك رر ك  نةررنكعررننك ررةكلثن رر مكلث   رراكعارر ك  رر كلثن ررقكلث رر   ك  رر كن ل رراكلث غةرر ل كلثن   رراكاة رر ك ررةك
ايإلك ةكلث رة ك أةة كلث  غة ل كلثةتةاكلث  ا اك ينك  نكان كن ة اك أةة كلث  غة ل كلث ن   اكاإةكية كلث ا مك

لث    حك كاثئكث  ةعكلث  غة ل .ك كث  ظكان كعنن  كة  ك   كلثن قكلث نةنك    ة لكا  إلكلث    كاإةكلثن مك
(ك فر ةكلفةر ك رأة للكعرةكار ي كلثرن مكCrown, Invert, and Spring lineلث ر ك  ر كا ث  ر   كلث  ة رةاك)

(ك فر ةكShoulder and Knee ر   كارإةكلثرن مك) ثفن كعنن  كة  ك   كلثن قكلث نةنكك ة ك    ة لكا  إلكلث
لفة ك أة للكعةكا ي كلثن مك ينك  نكان كا ة ن لك  غة كن عكلث  إكلثنل اةاك ةك نكلث كتغمك ار ثاف كا  رةك
ك    كلث ك  ث ك ا ثاف ك اةك  نل كلث غة كة  يىكعا ك تعكلثن ماك كلث  غة كلث أ  اكا كلثن ل ا.كك

 
 


